Edit - feature request #9110
Add additional informations to metadata table of cdmLight
06/30/2020 01:12 PM - Katja Luther

Status:

Feedback

Start date:

06/30/2020

Priority:

New

Due date:

Assignee:

Katja Luther

% Done:

60%

Category:

cdmadapter

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Target version:

Release 5.17

Severity:

normal

Description
For the usage of cdmLight in GfBio we need some more information in the metaData table:
creationDate
Base URL of dataportal
licence
tbc
add the information to the cdmLightExportConfigurator
and add a wizard page to the export configuration wizard for the editor

Related issues:
Related to Edit - feature request #9221: New preferences for 'project metadata'

New

09/08/2020

Associated revisions
Revision 2faa1a56 - 08/05/2020 01:04 PM - Katja Luther
ref #9110: add columns for gfbio in meta data table

Revision 3ed1673d - 08/05/2020 01:34 PM - Katja Luther
ref #9110: add configuration wizard page for meta data

Revision c63d260d - 08/05/2020 02:02 PM - Katja Luther
ref #9110: avoid NPE

History
#1 - 08/05/2020 01:07 PM - Katja Luther
- Description updated
- Status changed from New to In Progress

#2 - 08/05/2020 01:07 PM - Katja Luther
The changes in cdmlib are done.

#3 - 08/05/2020 01:36 PM - Katja Luther
- Status changed from In Progress to Resolved

The additional wizard page is ready, too.

#4 - 08/05/2020 01:37 PM - Katja Luther
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- % Done changed from 0 to 60
#5 - 08/10/2020 12:16 PM - Katja Luther
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed

#6 - 08/19/2020 08:41 PM - Andreas Müller
- Target version changed from Release 5.18 to Release 5.17

#7 - 09/07/2020 05:18 PM - Andreas Müller
- Tags set to gfbio
- File picture290-1.png added
- Status changed from Closed to Feedback

Some of these new data seem to be very GfBio specific so I wonder if we should have them in the ordinary workflow or only if some flag (include
GfBio Data) is checked.
Also the new page is completely missing a title or any other sort of explanation what kind of data should be entered here.
Some labels to me are not self-explaining such as "Base URL" (better data portal base URL?, what about webservice base URLs?) and location?
When exactly are these data needed. Can they maybe added later when the data is processed for GfBio?
Also I wonder if this data should be stored somewhere in the CDM (or in the local preferences?)? Probably these exports should be done from time to
time and the user does not want to add them each time manually. We have similar issues with DwC-A exports where we need to store such "project
metadata" somewhere.
picture290-1.png
Should we create new tickets for these issues?

#8 - 09/08/2020 09:10 AM - Katja Luther
Andreas Müller wrote:
Some of these new data seem to be very GfBio specific so I wonder if we should have them in the ordinary workflow or only if some flag (include
GfBio Data) is checked.
Also the new page is completely missing a title or any other sort of explanation what kind of data should be entered here.

You are right, I will add this information and a title
Some labels to me are not self-explaining such as "Base URL" (better data portal base URL?, what about webservice base URLs?) and
location?
When exactly are these data needed. Can they maybe added later when the data is processed for GfBio?

I think this is more difficult to add this to the csv files or while processing it, because this should be done automatically and the user creating the
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export nows best about the meta data
Also I wonder if this data should be stored somewhere in the CDM (or in the local preferences?)? Probably these exports should be done from
time to time and the user does not want to add them each time manually. We have similar issues with DwC-A exports where we need to store
such "project metadata" somewhere.

This is a good idea, I will create a new ticket.
picture290-1.png
Should we create new tickets for these issues?

#9 - 09/08/2020 09:14 AM - Katja Luther
- Related to feature request #9221: New preferences for 'project metadata' added

#10 - 10/22/2020 12:12 PM - Andreas Müller
- Tags changed from gfbio to gfbio, cdmlight
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